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Abstract 
Vision of Indian government; of making 100 smart cities, attracts our attention to intelligent transport system. Traffic flow 

analysis is a part of intelligent transport system. It mainly contains three parts: vehicle detection, classification and vehicle 

tracking par t. Recently, there are different detection and tracking methods like computer vision based, magnetic frequency wave 

based etc. With the rapid development of computer vision techniques, visual detection has become increasingly popular in the 

transportation field. In urban traffic video monitoring systems, traffic congestion is a common scene that causes vehicle occlusion 

and is a challenge for current vehicle detection methods.In practical traffic scenarios, occlusion between vehicles often occurs; 

therefore, it is unreasonable to treat the vehicle as a whole. To overcome this problem we can use part based detection model. 

 

In our system the vehicle is treated as an object composed of multiple salient parts, including the license plate and rear lamps. 

These parts are localized using their distinctive color, texture, and region feature. Furthermore, the detected parts are treated as 

graph nodes to construct a probabilistic graph using a Markov random field model. After that, the marginal posterior of each part 

is inferred using loopy belief propagation to get final vehicle detection. Finally, the vehicles’ trajectories are estimated using a 

Kalman filter and a tracking-based detection technique is realized. This method we can use in daytime as well as night time and in 

any bad weather condition. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Traffic Surveillance 

The urban as well as the national road networks have 

increased in large number for the past thirty years and hence, 

this development in road networks have necessitated some 

means to monitor and handle the road traffic. The traditional 

methods for measuring the traffic include sensors or EM 

microwave detectors and inductive loops. But, they own 

severe drawbacks like, traffic disruption at the time of 

installation and repair, huge size, costlier installation and lack 

of ability to identify the vehicles that are not fast or not 

permanently ceased.  In contrast, the systems that work 

depending on video have simple installation steps and utilize 

the already available traffic surveillance infrastructure. 

Additionally, enhancements can be made without much 

difficulty and they are so flexible in redesigning the system 

as well as the system’s functionality through just modifying 

the algorithms that operate the system. With these systems, it 

is possible to obtain the measurements that are related to the 

vehicle such as, speed of the vehicle, calculating the vehicle’s 

count, categorizing the vehicle and finding out the events 

occurring in the traffic ( like heavy congestion, accidents and 

similar other events). Plenty of systems, which make use of 

approaches that come under the field of video and image 

processing, have been developed for detecting vehicles and 

the other objects. 

1.2 Video Processing on Traffic Surveillance 

One of the hot research themes in computer vision that draws 

increased attention is the traffic surveillance system. With 

this system, the vehicles from an image series can be 

identified and tracked efficiently. Further, it gives clear 

details about the behavior of the object or the vehicle in the 

image series and it makes monitoring as well as the 

management of traffic easier because it is a better 

replacement for the traditional method involving human 

operators, who go around monitoring cameras manually. 

Using computer vision system, the unauthorized activity that 

has taken place just before or the mistrustful event that has 

been produced at an earlier time can be monitored and thus, 

the human operators are supported in making thorough 

investigation of the happening. 

 

1.3 Types of Video Surveillance System 

The various kinds of video surveillance system are as 

follows: 

Manual traffic surveillance system 

Semi-automatic traffic surveillance system 

Fully-automatic traffic surveillance system 
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1.3.1 Manual Traffic Surveillance System 

This system completely involves a human operator for traffic 

monitoring. The human operator only observes the visual 

information, which is captured from various cameras. The 

operator is subjected to increased level of difficulty, since he 

has to note all the multiple screens. In addition, the operator 

is prevented from showing more attention towards adverse 

happenings. This kind of systems can never prove effective 

in places that are massive and active because the cameras 

under usage would rise in number that they go beyond the 

human expert’s ability. These systems are more prevalent in 

almost all the parts of the world. 

 

1.3.2 Semi-Automatic Traffic Surveillance System 

In these types of systems, the human operator as well as the 

computer vision is involved. The computer vision algorithm 

helps in tracking the object, while the human operator 

performs other functions like, personal identification, 

categorization and activity recognition. It employs video 

processing of lower level and the human operator is mostly 

involved in monitoring and controlling the traffic. 

 

1.3.3 Fully-Automatic Traffic Surveillance System 

Here, the computer vision performs all the tasks without the 

support from the human operator.  These systems are more 

intelligent that they are capable of tracking, classifying and 

recognizing the object under interest[c]. Moreover, in case of 

mistrustful events, these systems would intelligently identify 

those events and performs the object’s activity recognition 

procedure. The visual surveillance systems come into play in 

situations of urban environment such as, monitoring of 

congestion in the road, vehicle interaction monitoring and 

identifying the vehicles that does not follow the rules [23]. 

 

1.4 Need of Video Surveillance System 

The number of severe accidents can be cut down with the 

video surveillance system and henceforth, so many lives 

could be safeguarded. A most dedicated application of video 

analytics that has undergone thorough research is the ANPR.  

In the toll stations of freeways, devoted lanes containing 

cameras are available and therefore, the registered users can 

pass the toll station in a slower manner without ceasing [35]. 

On the other hand, the inner city congestion charge systems 

(for instance, Stockholm, Sweden; London, U.K., and 

Singapore) show decreased level of intrusiveness and 

function on the traffic that pass in a normal way.  In almost 

all the traffic surveillance systems, the desired traffic 

parameters that include vehicle identification, tracking and 

classification can be assessed using three important phases. 

Majority of the methods [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31] 

that are employed in vehicle detection consider the camera to 

be static and then, the required vehicles can be identified 

using the image differencing method.   In computer vision, 

tracking can be thought as a serious problem. Surveillance 

applications are drawing more attention nowadays. 

 

Tracking in computer vision is mainly required to identify 

and spot a prototype from a series of sequential frames. 

Tracking is increasingly used in applications like security, 

surveillance and automatic processes as well as video 

processing. Later, varying tracking schemes are to be 

designed for tracking every single vehicle. As the next step, 

the features of different vehicles such as length, shape, 

texture, width, license number and similar other features are 

extracted to allow the categorization of vehicles.  In all the 

visual surveillance systems, the first step is the detection of 

object in motion from the video streams [32]. Traffic 

surveillance systems can effectively support plenty of 

applications that include    congestion analysis, military 

security, commercial and public security, crowd flux 

statistics, visual surveillance and person identification, 

detection of anomalous behavior and many more. 

 

1.5 On-Road Vehicle Detection and Tracking 

In all nations, accident avoidance and guaranteeing road 

safety is an important issue. Thus, several national as well as 

international researches pertaining to this issue has been 

developed in recent years [16]. On-road vehicle detection, 

wherein the vehicle is identified from the images that were 

captured during the motion of the vehicle on road, is one 

such research topic [21].  The vehicle detection procedure 

supports the intelligent transport system applications that 

include driver-assistance systems, self-guided vehicles and 

automatic parking systems, in addition to ensuring road 

safety [19]. 

 

In prototype vehicles, active sensors like, lasers can be 

utilized. The disadvantages of using such sensors are high 

expense, interference with the other electronic devices and 

decreased resolution level. Therefore, the utilization of 

passive sensors like, the camera was more beneficial in the 

subsequent years. Processing visual data that is acquired from 

the camera seems to be more significant [18]. Despite the fact 

that the camera is powerful, processing of poor visual 

information using passive sensors in the vehicle detection 

procedure may end in poor reliability levels [17]. It is at this 

juncture, the computer vision algorithms do an essential task. 

 

1.6 Practical Challenges 

Some of the serious issues that are faced during the vehicle 

detection and tracking process include the speed, color and 

size that are owned by different vehicles,  the constant 

variations in the landscape at the sides of the road, 

illumination changes in accordance with day and night, 

weather changes and other parameters that are associated 

with the vehicle [19] [22]. These issues have been made 

complex further due to very fast urbanization, traffic and the 

direction towards which the vehicle moves. Therefore, 

presently, an efficient as well as automatic vehicle detection 

and tracking system  is under demand [20]. 

 

Our aim is introduce a robust vehicle detection and tracking 

system to investigate the potential features for illustrating the 

multiple components of the vehicle facilitate the vehicle 

detection and tracking process improve the performance of 

vehicle detection and tracking results 
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And experimentally investigate the vehicle detection and 

tracking system and to demonstrate its performance 

 

This paper makes use of the association that exists among the 

location of the rear lamps and the license plate to accomplish 

the vehicle detection and tracking approach. The Kalman 

filter has been employed to get the initial prediction of the 

object in motion. Yet, the vehicle detection and tracking that 

is achieved at last is performed using the markov model. This 

markov model produces the output in accordance with the 

results of Kalman filter and the relationship that is present 

between the positions of the rear lamps and the license plates. 

 

The objectives of the project are as follows: 

 To develop a robust color space model to segregate rear 

lamps and rear license plate from the moving vehicle 

 To detect and estimate the vehicle based on the rear 

lamps and license plate with remarkable precision 

 To develop an user interface to facilitate the execution 

of the methodology 

 To demonstrate the performance of the methodology 

 To ensure the practical viability of the methodology 

 

2. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The proposed vehicle detection and tracking system is 

comprised of four stages, namely, vehicle rear lamp 

detection, rear license plate detection, estimating motion 

object and detecting vehicle. The architecture diagram of the 

proposed vehicle detection and tracking algorithm is 

illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

According to Figure 1, the input video is subjected to image 

sequencing in which the video is defined as sequence of 

images in standard size. These image sequences are subjected 

to three stages, namely rear lamp detection, rear license plate 

detection and motion estimation using kalman filtering 

method. A markov model is constructed based on the 

information obtained from rear lamp detection and rear 

license plate detection. This markov model is subjected to 

detect and track the vehicle based on the motion estimation 

results. 

 

2.1 Rear Lamps Detection 

The rear lamp detection process gets image sequence and 

undergoes three basic operations such as color space 

conversion, post processing and detecting. The image 

sequences are acquired in RGB color space. However, rear 

lamps cannot be visualized or detected in this color space. 

Hence, the sequences are converted from RGB color space to 

a different color space in which the rear lamps can be 

detected precisely. We have adopted the color space 

conversion model proposed in [1], which are as follows. 

 

Please note that math equations might need to be reformatted 

from the original submission for page layout reasons. This 

includes the possibility that some in-line equations will be 

made display equations to create better flow in a paragraph. 

If display equations do not fit in the two-column format, they 

will also be reformatted. Authors are strongly encouraged to 

ensure that equations fit in the given column width 
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 refer to the 
thi image in rear 

lamp color space, R band, G band and B band, respectively. 


represents norm function and N refers to the total number 

of frames or images in the sequence. 

 

In order to improve the precision of the rear lamp detection 

precision, a post processing step is included. In the post 

processing step, firstly the contrast of 
i
RCI

is improved 

followed by binarizing the contrast enhanced image. The 

binarized image is morphologically eroded and hence the rear 

lamps are obtained in the images as white pixels, whereas the 

remaining foreground and background objects appear as 

black pixels. 

 

 
Fig 1 Architecture diagram of the proposed methodology 

 

2.1 Rear License Plate Detection 

The processes included in detecting the rear license plate of 

the vehicle are similar to the rear lamp detection processes, 

except the color space conversion model. According to [1], 

the color space conversion model that supports rear license 

plate of the vehicle is given as follows: 
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where, 
i
LPI

is the 
thi image in license plate color space. 

Similar to rear lamp detection process, the images in license 

late color space model are subjected to contrast enhancement, 

binarization and morphological erosion to detect the rear 

license plate of the vehicle. 

 

2.2 Motion Estimation using Kalman Filtering 

Motion estimation is the process of determining motion 

vectors from a sequence of frames. Exploiting kalman 

filtering process for motion estimation has been reported in 

the literature since 1990s [2]. It has been referred as one of 

the promising techniques for effective motion estimation and 

hence numerous variants of this algorithm have also been 

reported [3] [4]. Hence, our paper exploits kalman filter to 

estimate the moving object in the given image sequence. The 

estimated moving object is used for detecting rear lamps, 

license plate and also for markov decision. 

 

It is known that in the rear lamp and license plate detection 

processes, rear lamps and license plate are in white pixels and 

the other foreground and background objects are in black 

pixels, respectively. However, it shall not be precise enough 

to drop all such undesired objects. Based on the kalman 

filtering output, the misinterpreted rear lamps and license 

plate are dropped. Similarly, the kalman filtering output is 

used at the final decision making process also. 

 

2.3 Markov Model for Detecting/Tracking Vehicle 

The markov model for detecting/ tracking vehicle is 

constructed based on the relationship between the positions 

of the left and right rear lamps and the rear license plate. 

Once the probability of being the vehicle is ensured by the 

markov model, the final prediction improvement is taken 

place using the prediction results of kalman filter. 

 

The markov model is constructed based on five interpreted 

conditions as follows 

 

Condition (i): 
left
xx Ll 

      (3) 

 

Condition (ii): 
right
xx Ll 

     (4) 

 

Condition (iii): 
right
x

left
x LL 

      (5) 

 

Condition (iv): 

left
yy Ll 

       (6) 

 

Condition (v): 

right
yy Ll 

      (7) 

 

Based on the aforesaid conditions, emission matrix and the 

decision model are constructed. 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Experimental Results 

The proposed methodology is simulated in MATLAB and 

experimental investigation is carried out. For a given video, 

the rear lamps and license plate are detected followed by 

motion estimation using kalman filter. The image results 

obtained for the three processes are given in figures 2, 3 and 

4, respectively. 

 

There are multiple localizations of rear lamps and license 

plates. For instance, left top and right bottom images of   

figure 2 have more minor centroids. However, these 

imprecise centroids will be neglected, when the conditions 

given in Equations (3) – (7) are considered. Similar 

circumstances occur 

 

in figure 3 also. Figure 4 illustrates the prediction of moving 

object by kalman filter. These prediction results are highly 

useful for the markov model to detect and track the vehicles. 

 

3.2 Error Metric 

The performance of the proposed methodology is 

investigated using error metrics. The error is determined as 

the absolute difference between the centroid of the actual 

vehicle and predicted vehicle. There are 56 frames in the 

subjected input video and hence we have determined 56 error 

metrics for all the frames followed by averaging them. Thus 

obtained mean error is around 11.40 (approx.). The box plot 

and instantaneous error are illustrated in figures 5 and 6, 

respectively. 

 

The box plot in figure 5 shows that the median error metric 

remains in around 8 (approx.), whereas the minimum and 

maximum error reach to 0 (approx.) and 32 (approx.), 

respectively. Few outliers shall go beyond 100 (approx.). 

More detailed and instantaneous version of the metrics can be 

visualized through figure 6. 

 

     
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

Fig.2. Detection and tracking of rear lamps for an image sequence. 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

Fig. 3.  Detection and tracking of license plate for an image sequence. Please note that the given sequence is intermediate samples 

and not temporally interlinked with each other. 

 

     
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

Fig. 4.  Detection and tracking of vehicle by kalman filter for an image sequence. Please note that the given sequence is 

intermediate samples and not temporally interlinked with each other. 

 

        
Fig 5 Box plot to describe the statistical relationship of the error                Fig 6 Instantaneous error between the detected  

between the detected and the actual posture of the vehicle                            and the actual posture of the vehicle 

 

 
Fig 7 User interface of the proposed methodology developed in MATLAB 
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3.3 User Interface 

A user interface is developed in MATLAB for working on 

the methodology. The developed interface is illustrated in 

figure 7. The interface has a button, named as ―Browse 

video‖ to browse and load input video, and an execution 

button, named ―Track vehicle‖, to track vehicles in the 

loaded video. 

 

The corresponding videos are played just below the buttons, 

whereas the status of the videos (whether it is being played or 

stopped) is displayed just below the video. The interface has 

three ―Display options‖ to display the centroids of detected 

rear lamps and license plate as well as its approximated 

bounding region. Moreover, there is an option to display the 

kalman filter output also. The performance metrics are 

instantaneously updated in the ―Instant error‖ box and the 

average of the instant errors are displayed in the ―average 

error‖ box. The interface is developed for simple execution 

of the methodology. It shall be subjected to further 

enhancements so that the user can access the methodology 

intensely. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

This paper has introduced a methodology to detect and track 

vehicles based on the location of rear lamps and license plate. 

Rear lamps and license plate of vehicles have been 

determined in a dedicated color space model to improve the 

precision. Kalman filter has been used to estimate the motion 

object as well as to ensure the performance of the rear lamp 

detection process and license plate detection process. The 

spatial relationship between the locations of the rear lamps 

and the license plate has been used to construct the markov 

model and hence the vehicle has been detected and tracked 

throughout the video. The experimental study on the 

methodology has revealed its reduced deviation between the 

actual vehicle and the tracked vehicle. The methodology shall 

be considered for further enhancement so that it can be 

applied in many real world applications, especially in 

intelligent transportation systems, surveillance, etc. 
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